DUAL-BLEND EQUIPMENT DIRECTIONS:

Chemical Selector Dial
1. Turn the chemical selector dial to the desired chemical position, indicated by the directional arrow
2. Dispense chemical by either activating the bottle fill lever or bucket fill button.
3. For rinse water, point the dial straight down at the water symbol. This is not potable water, do not drink

Bottle Fill
1. Slide the bottle tube inside a the spray bottle and raise the bottle to engage the u-shaped lever of the bottle fill assembly
2. To stop filling, lower the bottle and the lever will disengage
3. Be careful when removing the spray bottle so as to not splash residual chemical

Bucket Fill
1. To start the flow of diluted chemical, press button on unit above selector dial
2. For continuous flow, twist button clockwise
3. To disengage, release button or twist button counterclockwise

NOTE: The DUAL-BLEND® bottle is designed for use with the DUAL-BLEND® Wall Dispenser and the DUAL-BLEND® Portable Dispensing Unit. Dilution tips built into the product containers provide precise, accurate dilution for every product, every time, regardless of dispensing equipment chosen.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

FOR SPRAY & WIPE APPLICATIONS: Dispense Earth Sense® Washroom Cleaner solution from the DUAL-BLEND® dispensing unit into a spray bottle at a dilution rate of 1:20 (6.5 oz per gallon) with the appropriate Ready-to-Use label affixed and tighten trigger sprayer. Use cold tap water only. For toilet bowls, apply diluted solution under water rim and allow to flow into water basin. After 10 minutes, agitate with brush bowl, the flush away. For general restroom cleaning, apply to surface and agitate to loosen soil with a clean cloth, sponge, or brush. Rinse with clear water.

FOR MOP & BUCKET / AUTOSCRUBBING APPLICATIONS: Dispense Earth Sense® Washroom Cleaner solution from the DUAL-BLEND® dispensing unit into a mop bucket or automatic scrubber at a dilution rate of 1:20 (6.5 oz per gallon). Use cold tap water only. Mop diluted solution onto floor. Allow solution to dwell on surface for 5-10 minutes. Agitate solution as required with mop or with floor machine and pad. Remove solution from floor with mop and bucket or wet dry vacuum.

NOTE: Improper use or dilution may cause damage to surfaces and my increase the risk of health effects.

DISPOSE OF UNUSED PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS - PLEASE RECYCLE CONTAINER

PPE INFORMATION: Respiratory protection is generally not required. No special ventilation is normally required. The use of safety glasses is recommended. No other protective equipment is required.